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1. The structure of optimal economic growth and investment
models.

In many economical growth and investment models the set of
growth paths, which are feasible in economic-technical respects,
can be characterized by a system of inequalities:

B[x(ttl);ttl]-A[x(t);t] ~ f(tfl)

x(t) ~ 0

where the growth path is represented by the sequence of
n-dimensional vectors {x(t)}o and where the structure of the
model is given by the functions B[ .; t] : R} -~ Rm, A[ -; t] :
R} -~ Rm and by the sequence of m-dimensional right-hand vectors
{f(t)}~.i
The following conditions are often imposed:

(a) the functions B[ .; t] are convex, the functions

A( ~; t] are concave , moreover B( 0; t] - 0, A[ 0; t] - 0

(b) for every x E R}, the sequences {A[ x; t] } a and {B[ x; t] }~

are bounded. The functions are all continuous.

Paths {x(t)}W which satisfy the restrictions (1.1), further to0
be called feasible solutions or feasible paths, will be com-
paired mutually with respect to a sequence of objective functions:

T
{ E ~tP[ x(t) ;t] }T-1 (1.2)
t-i

where the functions p[.;t]: Rt -~ R1 are continuous, and such
that for every x E R} the sequence of numbers {p[x;t]}t-1 is
bounded. Moreover, p[O;t] - 0, t- 1,2,.... The coefficient
n E]0,1[ gives the weight of a succeeding period with respect
to its preceding period.
Given the initial vector x(0) E R{, we call a path
{x(t)}~ superior with respect to x(0), if it is feasible
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and if, in addition, for the same initial vector x(0) no
feasible solution {x(t)}~ exists, such that for some e~ 0i
and some integer S~ 1:

E~rtP(x(t);t) ~ ef E~rtp[x(t);tl, T- S, Sfl,... (1.3)
t-i - t-i

Clearly, in this manner, the maximizing of an objective
functions is replaced by a process of mutually comparization
of feasible solutions with respect to a sequence of objective
functions. In this context, we call a subset F of feasibletisolutionsa pre-superior set, if, for every feasible path
{x(t)} ~ F, a path {x(t)}~ E F exists satisfying (1.3) for someti I ~,
E~ 0 and some S~ 1.

Now, the programming problem can be formulated as the search
for superior solutions and for pre-superior sets. In many
cases it is possible to give pre-superior sets, which are
situated in a normed space for which the sequences of functions
{g[.;tj}1, {A[.;tj}i, {p[.;tl}`~ have nice properties, for
instance conditions which irr~ply the convergence of the series
(1.2).
In that case, only the limit

T
(1.4)E ,rtP(x(t);t]:- lim E ~rtP[x(t);t],

t-1 Ti~ t-1

is important, and we prefer to speak of optimal solutions,
rather than of superior solutions.

In this study we deduce some conditions implying the existence
of optimal solutions and which allow us to develope a duality
theory. This means that these results are applicable in those
cases in which pre-superior sets can be found fitting the
conditions mentioned above.
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2. Abstract formulation of the optimal growth problem.

In the abstract treatment of the problem, we shall use some
spaces which are congruent (viz. ref. 4, page 84) with the
11-space or the 1~-space.
Therefore we define:
- The space of sequences of k-dimensional vectors:

lk:- {x:-{x(t)}~~x(t) E Rk, t- 1,2,...} (2.1)i

- The following transformation of 1-spaces:i
~ k

lk;a:- {{x(t)}~ E lk~ E E ~atx(t)i~ ~~}
t-i i-i

- The following transformation of l~-spaces:

lk -{{x(t)}m E lk~sup max~atx.(t)~ ~~}~;a' 1 t i 1

(2.2)

(2.3)

The conditions appearing on the right-hand side of (2.2) and
(2.3) are the norms of lk~a and of l~~a resp. Clearly, if
a~ 0 there are one-to-one correspondences between 1 andi
lk.a, and between 1 and lk, ~ ~;a

We define the positive cone of lk, lk,a and lk~a by:

1};- {{x(t)}~ E 1k~x(t) E R}, t- 1,2,...},

lk - lk ~ lk, 1k - lk ~ lk.i;at' i;a t ~;af m;a t

Now, starting from the functions A[ ~;t] , B[ ~; t] , and p[ ~; t] ,

appearing in (1.1) and (1.2), we define the functions

G: ln ~ lm and q:- ln -~ R' in such a manner that form;if ~;i ~;if
every x:- {x(t)}~ E lni ~;i

G[x] - {B[x(1);1], -A[x(1);1] fB[x(2);2],...

, -A[x(t);t] fB[x(tfl);tfl],.....}. (2.4)
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q[ xl: - E ~rtp[ x(t) ;tl ~ (2.5)
t-i

where the existence of (2.5) is ensured by the assumptions
concerning ~r and the function p[-;t] (viz. ~1).

Thus, we obtain the following programming problem:

sup q[ x]
x

G[ x] ~ g

x E n1 ,~ ; 1 ~-

(2.6)

where g':- {f(1)'tA[x(0);0]',f(2)',f(3)',...,f(t)',...},{f(t)}~
i

being the sequence of right-hand vectors of ( 1.1) and
x(0) E Rn the given initial state vector. In the next para-f
graphs, we shall analyse first the more general problem:
{sup q[ x] ~G[ x] ~ g, x E X}}, X being a normed vector space.
The results shall then be applied to (2.6).

3. Definition of the abstract optimization problem.

We study the convex programming problem:

~ : - sup q[ x]
x

G[ x] ~ g

x E Xt

where G[-]: X} i Z is a function on a closed positive cone of a
normed vector space X into a normed vector space Z with a closed
positive cone Z~, where g E Z and where q[.,]: X} ~ R'.
We always presume: ~

(a) G[ .] is convex, q[ .] is concave

(b) G[ .] and q[ ~] are bounded

(c) G( ~] and q[ .] are continuous

(d) G[ 0] - 0 and q[ 0] - 0
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A vector x E X is called a feasible solution of (3.1) if:
G[x] ~ g and x E X}). A vector x E X is called an optimal
solution of (3.1) if it is feasible and if, in addition,

q[ xl - ~ .

With the help of a set r c R1 x Z
defined by:

r:- {(~.z)ER1xZ~ xEX}:q[x]?m~G[xl~gtz}.

the following programming problem is
joined to (3.1):

ti
m:- sup ~~ ( ~,0) E r. (3.2) .

The following properties can be easily verified.

4. Proposition.

a) r is convex. (By assumption 3-a and def. of r).

b) If (~,z) E r, then for every z? z: (~,z) E r.

c) (R1 x{p}) c R1 x Z is closed.

d) Problem (3.1) possesses a feasible solution if, and only
if, r n(R1 x{0}) ~ 0.

e) The supremum in (3.1) is equal to the supremum in (3.2).

f) Problem (3.2) possesses on optimal solution if, and only
if, the set r ~(R1 x{0}) is non-empty and closed, and if,
in addition, the supremum in (3.2) is bounded.

In many cases, it is very hard to deduce usefull properties
of the subset r-:- r ~(R1 x Z-). Therefore, the following
property can be important.
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5. Proposition.

Suppose P n(R1 x{0}) is non-empty, and suppose that the
supremum ~ in (3.2) is bounded. Then, closedness of
rt:- r n(R' x Zt) implies:
a) For every positive number e~ 0: (~fe,0) ~ Í'.
b) Problem (3.2) possesses an optimal solution, and so, by

virtue of 4-f, problem (3.1) as well.
(Note: the closure of a set S is denoted by S).
Proof: The conditions appearing in this proposition imply:
[-~~~1xf0} - r}n(P.lx{0}) - I'}n(Rlx{0}) - Ptn(FIx{0}).

Property 4-b implies: Í'-c[-W,~]xZ , and so:
r-n~(R'x`0})c j}n(Rlx{0}), as well- Combining these relations,
we may conclude: [-~,~]x{0} - rn(Rix{0}), which implies the
a-part of this proposition.

The b-part can be deduced as follows: Pn(Rlx{0}) -
- I'}n(R'k{0}) -?'}n(R~x{0~) - r}n(Rix{p}), This means that
rn(RàxiO}) is closed. Since by assumption Pr~(Rlx{0J) ~ QJ

tiand ,~ is bounded, the closedness of i'n(Rix{0}) implies, by
property 4-f, the existence of an optimal solution for (3.2).

6- Fxam~le.

The meanina of the conditions of proposition 5, particularly the
closedness of ?'}:- ''~'(R'xZ}), can be illustrated with the help
of the following programmin~ problem: ,

w ~
sup ~; xiI ( 1 xi ~ ltz ) , ( ~(2)jxi ~ OfzG), ( xi ~ 0, i-1,2,...)i-: i-~ i-. - -

~Putting: X:- 1, X.- {{x } E 11 x. 0 i- 1 21 }~ i i ,~ 1 ' , , ,...}~
Z:- Rz, Z}:- R}, this exarr.p]e clearly is as a particular
case of probler.~ í.3.1).



-~-

Putting ( z , z ):- (O,d), it appears:i z
a) there is no feasible solution for

d ~ 0 ` ~

b) for d- 0: xi - 0, i- 1,2,... is ~` T'
the only feasible solution, which - ---zimplies that the supremum is zero

c) for every d~ 0 the supremum is rlq 6.1
equal to 1.

3Figure 6.1 gives the set 1'2:- 1'~{(~, zl, z2) E R ~zl - 0}.

Obviously, for this problem the set P} is not closed, and

statement 5-a is not applicable, indeed.

7. Dual problem.

The set of bounded linear functionals f(x) on a normed space
X can, by introducing the vector sum and scalar multiplication,
be taken as a vector space. If to this space the norm:

If(.)qX~;- sXp ~f(x)~ ~x E X, IxIX ~ 1. (7.1)

is joined (qx9X being the norm of the space X under consider-
ation), then this vector space is called the (normed) dual
space of X.
The common notation is X~ (for more details see for instance
Luenberger, ref. 3); bounded linear functionals f[-] E X~
will be denoted by ~f,x~.

Now, we join the following programming problem to (3.2):

ti
~:- inf ~

(V~,u~)

(V~.u~) E R' x Z~

~u~,z~ -~f~ ~ 0, for all (~,z) E I',
(7.2)

(~,,u~) E R' x Z~ is called a feasible solution of (7.2) if
the conditions of (7.2) are met. (~,u~) E RI x Z~ will be
called an optimal solution of (7.2) if it is feasible and if
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~ is equal to the infimum in (7.2) Z~ being the dual space
of the normed space Z.

Since (R1 x Z~) is the dual space
of (R' x Z), for every
(n~,u~) E R1 x Z~, and every
~ E R1, the expression:

n~~ t ~u~~z~ } ~ - 0,

can be interpreted as a
hyperplane in R1 x Z. Taking in
account that in the restrictions
of (7.2) r~:- - 1, problem (7.2)
may be considered as a process
of seeking a non-vertical supporting hyperplane of the set r,
which intersects the vertical axis z:- 0 at a point as low
as possible. This geometric interpretation suggests that the
supremum in (3.2) cannot be higher than the infimum in (7.2)
and that,generally, the sup~emum in (3.2) will be equal to
the infimum in (7.2). The meaning of these relations is
obvious: if (~,0) and (~,u~) satisfy the restrictions of
(3.2) and (7.3) then ~-~ will imply that (~,0) and (~,u~)
are both optimal solutions; so, in that case, the equality
~-~ gives a necessary condition for optimality.

8. Proposition.

If the problems (3.2) and (7.2) both possess a feasible
solution, then the infimum in (7.3) is not smaller than the
supremum in (3.7). P4oreover, in that case they are both
finite.

Proof. This property follows immediately from the restrictions
of the infimum problem (7.2).
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9. Proposition.

Suppose I'n(RI x{0}) is non-empty, and suppose that the
supremum in (3.2) is bounded. Then, the closedness of
set I't:- 1'~(R1 x Z}) implies:

a) Infimum problem ( 7.2) possesses a feasible solution.

b) The infimum in (7.2) is equal to the supremum in (3.2).

Proof: By virtue of proposition 5,
the suppositions imply that for
all positive numbers

ti ti(~fe,0) ~ I', ~ being the
supremum in (3.2). Since P is
closed and convex (viz. 4-a),
this implies ( see for instance
ref. 3, page 134) for every
e~ 0 the existence of a closed ~

tihalf-space P such that
ti ti E tiÍ' C I'E, (~tE) ~ P~. Every

ticlosed half-space PE can be
expressed by:

z.

~E.- {(~,z) E R' x Z~r~é ~ t ~u~,z~ t~E ~ 0}, (9.1)

where (nÉ ,ué) E R1 x Z~ and ~,E E R1 further to be determined.
First of all, we observe that r,~` ~ 0; for if n ~ ~ 0, then

ti Eti ti e -
(9.1) and I' ~ I'E wou~d imply: ( ~tE,O) E 1'~. So, since the
expression r1E ~ f ~uE,z~ f~E in ( 9.1) is homogeneous in
nE,u~, and ~E, we may choose these quantities in such a manner
that nÉ -- 1. Thus we may conclude that, for every e~ 0, a
point (~E,u~) E R1 x Z~ exists such that:

~u~,z~ -~ f~E ? 0, for all ( ~,z) E I'

ti
~ ~ ~ t ee -

(9.2)
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The first inequality in (9.2) implies the a-part of this
proposition. The b-part follot~s from the validity of (9.2)
for all e~ 0, and from inequality ~ ~~e (viz, proposition 8).

10. Example.

In the example of ~6, one may
deduce that ( ~, u~, u~):- (1,1,1)i z
is a feasible solution of the
duàl problem ( 7.2). Since
[-~,1j X{0} - I'~R~ x Z}, theti
infimum ~ of (7.2) is equal to
one. This implies that
(U~, u~, u~):- ( 1,1,1) is an
optimal solution of the infimum
problem ( 7.2). So, in this case
the supremum in (3.2) is definitelv
smaller than the infimum in (7.2).
This phenomenon is known as the
"duality gap".

N

w~ ~

z

We observe that proposition 9 does not include any statement with
respect to the existence of an optimal solution of the infimum
problem (7.2). However, such a statement can be given by
strengthening the conditions.

11. Proposition.

If int(I") ~( R' X{0}) is r.on-empty and if the supremum in
(3.2) is bounded, then:
a) The infimum problem ( 7.2) possesses an optimal solution.
b) The infimum in (7.2) is equal to the supremum in (3.2).

Proof: The definition of I' (viz. ~3) implies ( ~,0) F Í'
ti(~,0) ~ int(I'), ~ being the supremum in (3.2). Since ]' is

convex and since int(;~) ~~, we may conclude from2(.~,0) ~ int(ï) that a closed half-space :" exists such that
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r c r, (~,0) ~ int(I') and (m,0) E 1' (viz. ref. 3, page 133).
Expressing this half-space in the form
r:- {(~,z) E R1 x Z~n~`~ t ~u~,z~ f~~ 0}, where
(n~,u~) E R~ x Z~ and ~ E R', we may conclude that
(~,0) ~ int(I')~ together with (~,0) E I' implies: n~`~ t~ - 0.

Since [-m,~) x{0} c T, the latter implies n~ ~ 1. Assumption

int(I') n(R1 x{0}) ~ fD and I' c I' imply: int(1~) n(R~ x{0}) ~(~,
- ti ~,

So, a z E Z and a~ ~~ exists such that (~,z) E I', and
~u~,z~ ~ 0. Since n~ ~ 1, the latter implies, by virtue of

ti -
the definition of I': rl~ ~ 0. Putting (~,u) :- -(~) (~,u~) ,

we may conclude: n

~u,z~ -~ f~~ 0, for all (~,z) E I'

Since the infimum in (7.2) cannot be smaller than the supremum
in (3.2) (viz. proposition 8), (11.1) proves both the a-part
of this proposition, and the b-part.

12. Example.

The significance of the condition
that int(P) n( R1 x Z) is not
empty can be given by the problem

~(z):- sup ~x
x

x ~ 0 t z

x ~ 0

Since for all z~ 0: ~(z) - rz,
the vertical axis z- 0 is tangent
to set 1'. The corresponding
dual problem has no optimal
solution, but the infimum
is equal to zero.

~P

P
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A more interesting, but rather complicated, example can be
given by the problem:

2x1(tfl)tx2(ttl)-xl(t) ~ -0.1

sup E (0.9)tx (t)
t-~ 2

This problem demonstrates similar phenomena as the preceding
example (viz. ref. 2). Pdext, we shall deduce some duality
relations in terms of the original problem (3.1).

13. Proposition.

A point (W,u~) E R1 x Z~ is a feasible solution of the infimum
problem (7.2) if, and only if:

~u~,G[ x] ~-q[ x] ~ ~u~,g~-~, for all x E X}

~
~u .g~ ~ V~- (13.1)

Z} being the positive cone of the dual space of Z, defined by:
Z}:- {z~ E Z~~~z~,z~ ~ 0, for all z E Z}}.

Proof: The definitions of I' (viz. 43) and of problem (7.2)
imply successively the equivalence of the statements:

(~y,u~) E R1 x Z~ is a feasible solution of (7.2)
~u~,z~ -~,t~, ~ 0, for all (~,z) E r,

~~u ,G[ x] ty-g~ - q[ x] f~y - 0, for all x E X}, y E Z},

~u~,G[ x] ~-~u~,g~f~u~,y~-q[ x] t~ ~ 0, for all x E Xt, y E Z}

(13.2)
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- Putting x:- 0, y:- 0, ( 13.2) implies by virtue of assumption
3-e:

~~u ,g~ ~ ~.

- Putting x:- 0, (13.2) implies

~u~,y~ ~ ~u~,g~ -~, for all y E Z}.

This is possible only if u~ E Z}.

- Putting y:- 0, (13.2) implies

~u~,G[ x] ~-q[ x] ~ ~u~,g~-~, for all x E X} .

The last three statements affirm the necessity of (13.1). The
sufficiency of (13.1) immediately follows from the fact that
(13.1) implies (13.2), which is a sufficient condition for
(~,u~) E R1 X Z~ to be a feasible solution of (7.2).

14. The (direct) dual problem.

The latter proposition gives rise to the following programming
problem in the dual space of Z:

~:- inf ut~g,u~~
~

u,u

~u~,G[ x] ~tu ~ q[ x] , for all x E X}

~ ~ 1u E Z}, u E R}
(14.1)

(u,u~`) is called a feasible solution of (14.1) if (u,u~) satis-
fies the conditions of (14.1). (u,u~) is called an optimal
solution of (14.1) if it is a feasible solution for which
U t ~u~~g~ - V~.

Clearly, the definition of infimum problem (7.2) and proposition
(13) imply:

a) (u,u~) is a feasible solution of (14.1) if, and only if, (~,u~),
with ~,:- ut~u~,g~, is a feasible solution of (7.2).

b) The infimum in (14.1) is equal to the infimum in (7.2).
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c) (u,u~) is an optimal solution of (14.1) if, and only if,
(~,u~), with ~:- uf~u~,g~, is an optimal solution of (7.2).

15. Theorem.

Consider the programming problem

~ : - sup q[ x]
x

G[ x] ~ g

x E X} ,

defined in ~3, and its corresponding dual problem

~
V~:- inf uf~u ,g~

~u,u

~~u ,G[ x] ~f u? q[ xJ , for all x E X

(15.1)

} (15.2)
u~ E Z~, u E Rt ,

defined in ~14. Suppose these problems both possess feasible
solutions. Then:

a) For every feasible solution x E X of (15.1) and every
feasible solution (u,u~) E R1 x Z~ of (15.2):

q[ x] - ut~u~,g' -~u~.Y' - v~[ x] ,

where y:- g-G( x] , and where v~[ x] :- ~u~,G[ x] ~-q[ x] tu.

b) For every feasible solution x E X, (u,u~) E RI x Z~ of
(15.1) and (15.2):

q[ xl ~ ut~u~,9~

(15.3)

c) The infimum in (15.2) and the supremum in (15.1) are bounded.

d) If the supremum in (15.1) is equal to infimum in (15.2),
then feasible solutions x E X and (u,u~) of (15.1) and
(15.2) resp. both are optimal if and only if:

`u~,Y' - 0, v~[ x1 - 0,

where y:- g-G[ x] , and where v~[ x] ;- ~u~,G( xJ ~-q[ x] fu,

(15.4)

Proof:
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In order to prove the a-part, let x E X and let (u ,u~) be
feasible solutions of (15.1) and (15.2). Then, y:- g-G[x] and
v~[ x] :- ~u~,G[ x] ~-q[ x] tu implies: q[ x] - ~u~,G[ x] ~-v~[ x] fu -
-.~u~,g-y~-v~[x]tu - ~u~,g~-~u~,y~-v~[x]t : which proves the
a-part. The b- and c-part, immedeately follow from a.

Propertv 15-b implies for every feasible solution x E X and
(u,u~): q[x] ~ tu~u~,g~. If these feasible solution satisfy
(15.4), then ( 15.3) implies q[x] -~it~u~,g~. Clearly, both are
optimal solutions. If the supremum in (15.1) is equal to the
infimum in ( 15.2), then feasible solutions x, (u,u~) are
both optimal, only if: q[x] - ~u~,g~. Since ~u~,y~ ~ 0 and~ 'v[x] ? 0, property 15-a implies that ( 15.4) is a necessary
condition for optimality.
16. Duality relation in linear nroqramrning~roblems-

In case G[ .]: X} y Z and q[ .]: X} -~ R' are bounded linear
functions on X, the relations of theorem 15 take the form cf
the well known duali.ty relations appearing in linear programming.
We denote the adjoint operator of G by G~, which is defined
as a function G~: Z~ -~ X~, with the property that for every
x E X, u~ E Z~: ~u~,G[ x] ~- ~x,G~[ u~] ~. Definino

~c ~ ~ ~Xt:- ;x E X ~~x ,x~ ~ 0, for all x E X}}, one may verify that
linearity implies: (U,u~) E R} x Z} satisfies (~u~,G[x]~tu ~
? q[ x] , for all x E Xt) if, and only if, G~[ u~] ~ q. So, problem

(15.1), (15.21 can be written:

~:- sup ~q,x~
(x,Y)

G[ x] t y- c;

x E X}, y E Z~
(16.1)

~:- inf ~g,u~~
(u,v)

G~[ u~] - v~ - q

u~ E Z}, v~ E X}.

If these problems both possess feasible solutions, then:

(16.2)

a) The infimum and the supremum are bounded.
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b) ~ ~ ~.

c) For every feasible ( x,y) E X x Z and every feasible
(u~,v~) E Z~ E X~: ~q,x~ - ~g,u~~-~u~,y~-~v~,x~. (16.3)

d) If ~-~, then feasible solutions (x,y) E X x Z and
(u~,v~) E Z~ E X~ both are optimal if and only if:
~u~,y~ - 0, ~v~,x~ - 0.

17. Supporting linear programming problems.

(16.4)

The simplicity of the duality relations in linear programming
also can be obtained in convex programming by constructing a
linear approximation in an optimal point. To that end we
consider the following linear programming problem:

~;- sup ~q,x~
(x,y)

~[ x] ty - g, x E Xt, Y E Z~ (17.1)

where G[ ~] : X~ Z, q[ -] : X-~ R1 are bounded linear functionals.
The normed vector spaces X and Z are the same as the original
convex programming problem (3.1) (or 15.1). This problem is
called a s~porting linear programming problem in an optimum
point x E Xt of convex programming problem (3.1) if sumultaneously:

a) ~ x E X}: G[ x] -g ~ G[ x] -g (which implies that every feasible

solution of (3.1) is a feasible solution of (17.1)).

b) G[ x] -g - G[ x] -g

c) ti x E }{}: ~q,x~ - ~q,x~ ? q[ x] -q[ xl
d) x is an optimal solution of (17.1)

Applying the statements of ~16, the dual problem of (17.1)
becomes:

W:- inf ~g,u~~
- (u,v)

G~[ u~] -v~ - q, u~ E Z~, v E X}. (17.2)

Now, we can formulate the following properties:

e) If (u~,v~) is a feasible solution of dual problem (17.2),
then, for every u ~ max {0,(~u~,g-g~-~q,x~tq[x])}; (u,u~) is
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a feasible solution of the original dual problem (15.2).
(Proof follows from def. (17.2) and from the conditions
(a) and (c) ) .

f) Suppose problem ( 17.2) possesses a feasible solution, and
suppose the inf. in ( 17.2) is equal to the sup. in (17.1).
Then, for every optimal solution ( u,v) of ( 17.2), the point

ti ti ti ti(u,u) where u:- q[xl-~u,g~, is an optimal solution of the
origir.al dual problem ( 15.2).

Proof: Let ( u,v) and ( x,y) be optimal solutions of (17.2) and
(17.1) resp. Then, the definitions of (17.1), (17.2), property
16-d, and the conditions 17-a,c imply, for every x E X}:
~u,G[ x] ~-q[ x] ~ ~u,G[ x] -~q,x~ f ~u,G[ x] ~-q[ x] .

This implies for every a E R}:

~u,G[ ax] ~-q[ ax] ~ ~u,G[ x] ~-q[ x] (by putting x:- ~x) .

Convexity of (G[ -] -q[ -] ) and G[ 0] - 0, q[ 0] - 0 implies:

~ a E[ 0,1] : ~u,G[ ax] ~-q[ axl ~ a{~u,G[ x] ~-q[ x] }.- ~
The latter inequalities imply: ~u,G[ x] ~ ~ q[ x] , so that, by

ti -
supposition ( b) and by ~u,G[x]-g~ - 0:

~u,g~ ~ q[x]. Since ~u~,g~ - ~q,x~ ( by the optimality of u~
- ti tiand x), the latter implíes ( viz. property e) that (u ,u), with

ti . tiu:- q[x]-~u,g~, is a feasible solution of (15.2).
ti tiSince, in addition (;~,u) satisfies the conditions of 15-d, it

is an optimal solution of (15.2), as well.

Stronger relations between the original problem ( 3.1) and a
corresponding supporting linear programming problem (17.1)
can be obtained when we assume that the functions are differen-
tiable in some way. [9e shall call a functions G[-]: X} ~ Z
differentiable in a point x~ XF with respect to its domain X},
if a bounded linear function OG[-]: X t Z exists such that for
every x E Xt: á{G[ xtax] -G[ x] }- OG[ x] , a-~ 0. (17.3)
The bounded linear function oG[-] is called the derivative of
G[-] in point x with respect to X}. (This concept is closely
related to the Fréchet derivative of a function viz. ref. 3
page 175). A similar notion can be given for the functional
q[-]: X~ i R~. Now, we can formulate the following theorem:
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18. Theorem.

If problem (viz. def. g3):

suP q[ xl I G[ xl ~ g, x E X} , (18.1)

satisfies: (a) int(Z}) ~ j~J and a feasible solution x E X exists
such that g-G[x] E int(Zt), (b) an optimal point z exists for
which G( .] , q[ .] are differentiable with respect to X}, then
the linear programming problem:

~:- sup ~4q,x~
x

4G[ x] ~ g:- g-G[ x] tpG[ x] , x E X} (18 . 2)

~G[ ' 1 , ?q[ ' ] being derivatives of G[ . ] and q[ -] in the optimal
point x of condition (b), is a supporting linear programming
problem.
Proof: The convexity of G[-] implies: for every
x, x F Xt, aFJ 0, 1[ : G[ xfax] ~ aG[ xfx] t( 1-a) G[ x] and success-
ively: (~) {G[ xtax] - G[ x] } ~ G[ xtx] - G[ x] . Let OGX[ -] be
the derivative in point x E X~ (def. ~17), then (17.8) and
the latter inequality imply:

G( xtxJ ~ G[ x] t~G-( x] , for every x E X- x t. (18.3)

In a similar manner, the concavity of q[.] implies:

q[ xtx] ~ q[ x] t OqX[ x] , for every x E X}, (18.4)

OqX['J being the derivative in a point x E Xt (def. ~17).
Putting x:- x(x being an optimal solution as supposed in (a)
and (b)), a straightforward calculation will show that (18.3)
and (18.4) imply that problem (18.2) satisfies the conditions
17-a, b, c.

In order to prove that x is an optimal solution of (18.2),
assume that x is a feasible solution of (18.2) such that
``~q,x~ - ~Oq,x~ .- ó ~ 0.
Defining for every number aE]0,1[ the functions:

R (a) :- (~) {G[ xfa (x-x) 1 - G[ x] }

1 (18.5)
Y(a)-- (á){q[xta(x-x)1 - q[xl }) ,
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the fact that G[ -] and q[ -] are differentiable in z(def. ~17)

implies:

lim S(a) - 0, lim Y(a) - 0. (18.6)
a-~ o a-~ o

Starting from the definitions (18.2) and (18.5), a straight-
forward calculation will show that for every aE]0,1[:

G[ (1-a) xfax] ~ g t aB (a)
(18.7)

q[ (1-a) xfaxl - q[ x] f a8 f ay (á) J,

where d:- ~Oq,x~ - ~~q,x~ being, by assumption, positive.

Let x E X} be a feasible solution of (18.1) which satisfies
condition (a) of this theorem; i.e. g-G[x]E int(Z}). Then,
for every aE]0,1[ a number E(a) can be defined by:

e(a) :- inf e ~ e(g-G[ x] ) ? R(a) , eE[ 0,~] .
~ ti ~ ti - ti
ti

(18.8)

Combining (18.6) and (18.8), we find lim E(a) - 0, which
a~o

implies the existence of an interval ] O,a[ ~] 0,1[ such that .

for every aE]O,a]: ae(a)E [0,1]. Now, defining for every

aE] O,a] a vector í~ (a) :- [ 1-aE (a) ][(1-a) x f ax] f aE (a) x,

a straightforward calculation shows that (18.7) and (18.8)
implies:

ti
G[x(a)] ~ g

q[ í~ (a) ]?{ 1-ae (a) }{4[ x] t ab f aY (a) } f ae (a) q[ x]

Since,by assumption~d ~ 0, the latter implies, by virtue of
(18.5) , the existence of an aE] O,a[ such that q( x(a) ]~ q( z] .
Since ic(a) is a feasible solution of (18.1), this conflicts
the supposition that x is an optimal solution of (18.1). Thus
we may conclude that the supporting linear programming problem
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(18.2) does not possess a feasible solution x such that
~~q,x~ ~ ~~q,z~. Thus, we may conclude: x is an optimal
solution of problem ( 18.2).

19. Example.

The meaning of condition 18-a,
may be illustrated by the
examples:

a) sup y
x,y

b) sup y
x,y

(x-1)2 f y2 ~ 1
x ~ 2
y ~ 0

Clearly (x,y):- (1,1) is an optimal
solution of problem (a) (viz. fig. 19.1). The supporting
linear problem takes the form:
{sup ylyE[O,lj, x? 1} (viz. fig. 19.2).

The only feasible solution of
(b) is: (x,y):- (2,0), so it
is optimal as well. For
this problem there is no
supporting linear problem. For
linearization in (x,y):- (2,0)
would result in the problem:
{suP Y~x ' 2, x ~ 2, Y~ 0}.
Clearly, for this problem, the
supremum is unbounded. We
observe that (a) satisfies
condition 18-a, but (b) does not
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20. Remark.

The consequences of linearization will be discussed later
(~23). First of all we wish to introduce some direct conditions
which imply the existence of optimal solutions and the equality
of the supremum of the original problem and the infimum of the
dual problem. The propositions 9 and 11, both give suitable
starting points. For application of proposition 9 we have to
prove that set P}:- I'~(R1 x Z}) is closed. We shall do so in
two different ways. In the first method we assume that the
closed unit sphere in X is compact. Since some vector spaces
(for instance 1 and l~) do not possess this property, wei
assume in the second way that the closed unit sphere in X is
weak~ compact. (weak~ convergency viz. ref. 3, page 127).

21. Theorem.

Consider the programming problem { sup q[ x] ~ G[ x] ~ g, x E X}}

defined in ~3, which possesses a feasible solution. Suppose
numbers Pi , M exist such that for every x E X}, z E Z} with

i z
G[ x] ~ gfZ, there is an x E X} satisfying II xll ~ M fM II zll ,

- - i i
G[ x] ~ gfz, g[ x] ~ q[ x] . Suppose the closed unit sphere in X
is compact, or, suppose the closed unit sphere in X is weak~
compact, the positive cones X, Z} are weak~ closed, and the
functions G[ .], q[ ~] are weak~ continuous .

Then: the problem possesses an optimal solution, its dual
problem (14.1) possesses a feasible solution, and the
supremum in (3.1) is equal tu the infimum in (14.1).

Proof: Let I' c R1 x Z be the set defined in ~3 and let
{(~i, zi)}~ E P}:- I' ~ R' X Z} be a sequence which converges
to a point (~ , z) E R1 x Z(the existence of such a0 0
sequence is implied by the presumption that 3.1 possesses a
feasible solution). Let M, M be numbers as mentioned in thei z
suppositions of this theorem. Then, {(a}i, zi)}1 c 1'} implies
the existence of a sequence {xi}~ c X} satisfying:
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G[ xi] ~ gtzi

MxiN ~ M3:- M1tM2 {sup 1 zkl}
- k

q[ xi] ? ~i ,

F t - 1,2,... (21.1)

Now, consider the case that the closed unit sphere in X is
compact. Then, Nxil ~ M3 i- 1,2,... implies the existence
of a subsequence {xi(k)}k-1 which converges to a point x E X

0
with N x 1 ~ M. Since the functions G[ ~] and q[ .] are supposed

0 - 3
to be continuous (viz. 3-c) and since the positive cones Xt
and Zt are supposed to be closed, the latter implies:
G[ xo1 ~ gtz , q[ xo] ?~o, zo E Zt, xo E Xt. Clearly,
(~o, zo) E Pt. Thus, we may conclude that {(~i' zi)}~ c rt'
{(~i, zi) -~ (~o, zo), i-. ~} implies (~o, zo) E I't, which
proves the closedness of I't. Moreover, ~ ~ q[ x], tl x N ~ M

0 - 0 0 - 3
and the boundedness of q[.] (viz. condition 3-b) imply the
boundedness of the supremum in (3.1). So, by virtue of 5-b,
9, and of 14-a,b, we may conclude: problem (3.1) possesses
an optimal solution, the dual problem (14.1) possesses a
feasible solution, and, finally, the infimum in (14.1) is equal
to the supremum in (3.1).

Using the concepts of weak~ convergency instead of the concepts
related to convergency, the remaining part of the theorem may
be proved in a similar manner.

22. Theorem.

Consider the programming problem {sup q[ x] ~G[ x] ~ g, x E Xt}
defined in ~3. Suppose: (1) int(Zt) ~ Q1, (2) there is an
x E Xt such that G[x] ~ g, (3) the supremum in (3.1) is
bounded. Then;
a) Dual problem {inf ut~u~,g~~(u,u~) E R} x Z},~~u ,G[ x] tu ~ q[ x] , for all x E Xt} possesses an optimal

solution.
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b) The infimum of the dual problem is equal to the supremum
in (3.1) .

Proof: Let 1' E RI x Z be the set defined in ~3. Then, the
suppositions (1) and (2) impïy: int(P)n(Ri x{p}) ~ y~,
By virtue of proposition 11 and of 14-a, b, c, the latter and
the boundedness of the supremum (supposition 3) imply both
the a- and b- part of this theorem.

23. Corollary of 18 and 22 (Generalized Kuhn-Tucker Theorem).

Let {~:- sup q[ x] ~G[ xj ~ g, x E X{} be the programming problem
defined in ~3. Suppose.(1) int(Z}) ~ QJ, (2) and x E X} exists
such that G[xJ ~ g. Let x E X be an optimal solution of this
problem, for which the functions G[ .] and q[ .] are differ-
entiable with respect to Xt (def. ~17). Then vectors u~ E Z},
v~ E X} exist such that the Lagrange function:

L[ x]:- q( x] t ~v~,x~ t ~u~,g-G[ x] ~,

ís stationary at x; and, in addition, such that

(23.1)

~u~,g-G[ xl ~- 0~ ~~~,x~ - 0- (23.2)

Proof : Let { sup ~~q, x~ ~ OG[ x] ~ g: - g-G( x] f ~G[ x] , x~ 0} be
a supporting linear programming problem in point x(def. ~17).
Let x E X} be the vector of supposition (2); then (by 18 and
17-a) OG[ x] ~ g:- g-G[ x] f OG[ x] . Applying theorem 22 on the
supporting linear programming problem, the latter implies the
existence of an optimal solution (u~, v~) E Z~ x X~ for

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~{inf ~g,u ~~OG [u ]- v - Oq, u E Z}, v E X}}, which is
(viz. ~16) the dual problem of the supporting linear problem.
Since x is an optimal solution of the supporting problem, as
well, (viz. 17-d), we have (viz. 16-d): ~u~,g-G[x]~ - 0,
~v~,x~ - 0. Further, OG~[u~] - v~ - Oq implies the station-
arity of the Lagrange function defined by (23.1).
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24. Conditions for the existence of dual optimal solutions

For some spaces, it is very hard to characterize the dual space
(for instance dual space of 1~). Therefore it can be useful to
study the duai problem in a slightly modified form;

inf Ut~h,u~
(u,u)

~H[ w] ,u~tu ~ r[ w] , for all w E W}
(24.1)

(Uru) E R~ x Ut

The quantities are specified as follows:
- U and W; normed vector spaces; U}, W} closed positive cones.
- H[ .] : W} -. U~; continuous and bounded.
- r['): W~ ~ R1; continuous and bounded.

A poínt (u,u) E R1 x U is called a feasible solution of (24.1)
if it satisfied the restrictions of (24.1); this point is
called an optimal solution if it is feasible and if, in addi-
tion, uf~h,u~ is equal to the infimum in (24.1).

If such a programming problem possesses a feasible solution
then the following proposition can be given: If a compact set
U c U and a number M exists such that, for every feasible
solution (u,u), there is a feasible solution (u,u) satisfying:
u ~ M, u E U, u t ~h,u~ ~ u f ~h,u~; then problem (24.1)
possesses an optimal solution.

Proof: In order to prove that the set of feasible solutions,
denoted by MU c R1 x U, is closed, let {(ul,ul)}~ c MU be aisequence of feasible solution which converges to a point
(uo,uo) F R1 x U. Suppose (Uo,uo) ~ MU. Since R} x Ut is
closed (U} by supposition) {(ul~ul)}~ C MU; (ul,ul) i(uo~uo)~

i
i i~; (uo,uo) ~ MU implies the existence of a w E W} such
that: H[ w] ,uo~ t uo ~r[ w] , ~H[ w] ,ul~ f ul ~ r( w] i- 1,2, .. ..
Since by supposition H[w] c U~,~r[w]~ ~~, this conflicts the
presumption: (ul,ul) i(uo,uo), i;~. In the context of this
proof, this implies that the set of feasible solutions MU is
closed.
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The existence of a number M and a compact set U, as mentioned
above, implies that we may restrict ourselves to feasible solutiom
(u,u) E MU:- ([ O,M] xU) n DIU. Since ([ O,M] xU) is compact (U by
supposition), and since MU is closed, the set MU is compact.
Then continuity of linear functional h implies (by the
generalized Weierstrasz theorem ref. 3, page 40) that
programming problem {sup ~h,u~fu~(u,u) E MU} possesses an
optimal solution and so, by the suppositions concerning number
D1 and set U, the programming problem (24.1) as well.

25. Applications to discrete-time convex infinite horizon
programming problems.

Using definitions 2.4 to 2.6, and introducing slack-variables
~ m{y(t)}1 c R}, the programming problem of 51 can be written:

B[x(1);1]ty(1) - f(1)tA[x(0);0]
~

sup E ~rtp[ x(t) ;t]
t-i

or in the form is:

B[ x(tfl) ;tfl] -A[ x(t) ;t] f (25.1)

f y(tfl) - f (tfl) , t - 1,2, . . .

(x(t)~Y(t)) E R}fm~ t
- 1,2,...,

suP q[ xl ~G[ x1 tY - g~ x E X}. Y E Z~~ (25.2)
x,y

where the spaces X c ln, Z ~ lm will be specified later.

The dual problem (viz. ~15, ~24) gives rise to the problem.

I ~u,G[ xl ~tu ~ q[ xj , for all x E X}
inf uf~g,u~ (25.3)
u,u (U~u) E R} x U}~
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tiII and X being subspaces of lm and ln, later to be specified.

A straightforward calculations will shown that the restrictions
of (25.3) can be written:

i E u(t)'B[ x(t) ;t] -u(tfl)'A[ x(t) ;t] }fu ? F. ~rtp[ x(t) ;t] . ( 25.4)
lt-~ 111 - t-~

Since (Viz. ~1), A[ O;t] - 0, B[ O;t] - 0, P( O;t] , t- 1,2,...,
(25.4) implies: a point (u,{u(t)}~) E Rt lm satisfies (25.4)

i
for all {x(t)}~ E ln if, and only if, a sequence of numbersi~ t
{u(t)}W c R}, E u(t) - u exists such that, for all z E Rt

1 t-1
and all periods t - 1,2,...:

u(t)'B[ z;t] -u(t}1)'A[ z;t] tu(t) ~ ntp[ z;t] . (25.5)

In that way, the dual problem brings us to investigate the
programming problem:

inf {u(1)'A[x(0);0] t E f(t)'u(t)fN(t)}, subject to
t-i

u(t)'B( z;t]-u(tfl)'A[ z;t]fu(t)~ntp[ z;t] , for all zER}

- t-1,2,...1
u(t),u(t) ~ 0 JI

(25.6)

Straightforward calculations will prove the following propositions:

26. Proposition.

Feasible solutions {x(t),y(t))}~ E 1}}m, {(u(t),u(t))}m E 1}}m
i

of (25.1) and (25.6) satisfy:
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T T
E ntplx(t);t] - u(1)'A(x(o);o] t E u(t)tf(t)'u(t) -t-~ t-~

T T
- E u(t)'y(t) - ~ v[x(t);t]-u(Ttl)'A[x(T);T], T- 1,2,...,

t-1 t-1

where: v[ ~;t] :- u(t)'B[ -;t]-u(ttl)'A[ ~;t]tu(t)-~rtp[ .;t] .

27. Proposition.

If, for every z E R} and every period t: A[z;t] ~ 0, then
feasible solutions {(x(t),y(t)}i E lttm, {(u(t),u(t)}~ E 1}tm
of (25.1) and (25.6) sa.tisfy:

T T
F ntp(x(t);t] ~ u(1)'A[x(0);0] t E}~(t)tf(t)'u(t), T- 1,2,...

t-1 - t-1

28. Proposition: a necessary condition for superiority

If the problems (25.1) and (25.6) satisfy the conditions:

(a} For every z E R} and every period t: A[z;t] ~ 0.

(b) A sequence {(u(t),u(t)}~ E l~}m~ t(def. 2.3) exists such
that for some v E int(Rt):

. n

u(t)'B[ z;t]-u(ttl)'A[ z;tltU(t)-,rtP[ z;t] ~ ~tv'z, (28.1)

for all z E R} and all t- 1,2,....

(c) A sequence {x(t)}~ E l~~lt exists such that, for some
y E int(Rm):
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B[ x(1);1] f y ~ f(1) f A[ x(0) ;O]

B[x(tfl);tfl] - A[x(t);t] t p ~ f(tfl), t - 1,2,... ;

Then:

(28.2)

- For every feasible solution {(x(t),y(t))}~ ~ li}n of (25.1),
there is an e~ 0 and a period S such that:

T T
E ntp[ x(t) ;t] ~- e t E~rtp[ x(t) ;t] , T- S, Stl,...

t-i - t-i

{x(t)}~ E 1~} being the feasible solution of 28-c.i

- For every feasible solution {(u(t),u(t))}~ ~ li}m} of (25.6),
there is an e ~ 0 and a period S such that: ~

T
u(1)'A[x(0);0]t E u(t)ff(t)'u(t) ~ e f u(1)'A[x(0);0] f

t-i -
T

t E u(t)ff(t)'u(t), T- 1,2,...
t-1

{(u(t),u(t))}1 E 1~}m~~} being the feasible solution of (28-b).

29. Restatement of the problem.

In the next theorem we assume:
a) A number K exists such that for all x, y E R}:

p[x;t] - P(y;t] ~ ~ K Nx-yl, t- 1,2,...

b) Numbers L, L exist such that for all x, y E R}:
1 2

NA[ x;t] - A[ y;t] N ~ L N x-yN
i

t - 1,2,...

NB[x;t] - B(y;t]1 ~ L Nx-yN- 2
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These conditions imply that for every {x(t)}~ E ln
o I;~f~

{B[ x(ttl) ;ttl)] - A[ x(t) ;t] }~ E lm and, in addition:o Ti;~r

the convergency of the series { E~rtp[x(t);t]}T-i.
t-1

In connection with the necessary conditions for superiority
given in 28, this means that the original programming problems
(25.1) and (25.6) can be replaced by

suP q[ xl I G[ x] fY - g~ x E ln ~ Y E lmx y i;~rt i;~rf

and

inf uf~g,u~
u,u

~u,G[ x] ~tu ~ q( x] , for all x E 1~; lt
m 1u E 11;1}, u E R}

(29.1)

(29.2)

In order to prove the existence of optimal solutions we assume:

c) Numbers M1, M2, and a E]~r,l[ exist such that, for every
x E ln , z E lm satisfying G[ xj ~ gfz, an x E ln

i;nt i;af - i;af
exists for which: M xb 1;a ~ M1fM2 N za 1~a, G[ x] ~ gtz,

and in addition: q[ x] ~ q[ x] .

d) Numbers N, and S E ]n,l[ exist such that, for every feasible
(u,u) E R X lm.l of ( 29.2) a feasible solution (u,u) E Rt
(u,u) E R} x l~,l~s such that uflubl:l~s ~ N,- ~
uf~g,u~ ~ ut~g,u~.

(Note: for linear ínfinite horizon problems it can be shown
that the conditions 28-a to c imply the existence of numbers
as mentioned in 29-c, d, viz. ref. 1).

30. Theorem: discrete-time infinite horizon duality relations.

Consider the programmíng problems of (25.1) and (25.6) where
we restrict ourselves to feasible solutions
{(x(t),Y(t))}~ E lnfm} and {(u(t).u(t))}~ E litm res .i l;it P
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Suppose that all conditions of ~1, ~28, and 429 are satisfied.
Then:

a) The problems both possess an optimal solution.

b) The supremum in (25.1) is equal to the infimum in (25.6).

c) Feasible solutions {(x(t), y(t))}~ E li}~, {(u(t),u(t))}~ E 11}mi
of (25.1) and (25.6), both, are both optimal if, and only if,
simultaneously:

u(t)'y(t) - 0

u(t)'B(x(t);t]-u(tfl)'A[x(t);t]f-u(t)-~rtp[x(t);t] - 0

(30.1)

t-1,2,...

u(tfl)'A[ x(t) ;t] -~ 0, t -~ ~ (30.2)

Proof: Consider programming problem (25.2):

suP q[ x] ~G[ x] }Y - g~ x E 11~a~ ~ Y E lm,a}~
x,y '

(30.3)

where the spaces X and Z are specified by X:- li;a, Z:- l~~a:

a E]~r,l[ being the number appearing in 29-c. Since (ll;a)~ -
- l~~l~a, (lm~a)~ - l~~l~a, the dual problem of (30.3) (in the

sense of ~15), takes the form:

~inf ut~g,u ~
~u,u

~u~,G[ x] ~fu ~ q[ x] , for all x E ln- i;a

u~ E l~.l~a, u E R}
,

(30.4)

In connection with supposition 29-a and 29-b, the definition
of q[ .] and of G( .] implies that q[ .] and G[ .] are weak~
continuous. Since the closed unit sphere in li;a is weak~
compact (Alaoglu's theorem), and since li~a is weak~ closed
the weak~ contínuity of G[.], q[-] and supposition 29-c imply
(by virtue of 21):
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(1) Problem ( 30.3) possesses an optimal solution.

(2) The infimum in (30.4) is equal to the supremum in (30.3).

Now, consider programming problem (29.2). Let N~ 0, S E]~r,l[
be the numbers of supposition 29-d. It can be shown that ~ E]~r,l[
implies the compactness of the set U:- {u E lm~l~s~flulll~l,s ~ N}

is compact in lm . By virtue of ~24, this implies:i;i

(3) Problem (29.2) possesses an optimal solution, and so
problem (25.6), as well.

Between the programming problems (29.1), (29.2), (30.3), and
(39.4) we have the following relations:

(4) infimum (29.2) ~ infimum (30.4) . P4otivation: a E] ~r,l[
implies every feasible solution of (30.4) is a feasible
solution of (29.2)

(5) sup (30.3) ~ sup (29.1). Motivation: a~]~r,l[ implies
every feasible solution of (30.3) is a feasible solution
of (29.1)

(6) inf (29.2) ~ sup (29.1). Motivation: (4), (2), and (5)
imply: inf (29.2) ~ inf (30.4) - sup (30.3) ~ sup (29.1)

(7) inf (29.2) ~ sup (29.1). Motivation: proposition 27
(inequality 27.2).

Combining (6) and (7) , we may conclude: inf (29.2) - sup (29.1) ,
which proves the b-part of the theorem. The a-part is implied
by (1) and (3). The c-part follows from the equality inf (29.2) -
- sup (29.1), proposition 26, and proposition 27.

31. Example.

The meaning of condition (30.2) can be illustrated with the
help of the following example, where the functions B[.;t],
A[ .; t] and p[ .; t] are supposed to be linear and constant over
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the periods. The functions are represented by the matrices A,
B and the vector p, defined by:

0 0
A:- B:- p:- f(t):- t- 1,2,....

, - [0 10 , - 1 , [5] ,

The discount factor n:- 0.8 and the initial vector x(0)':- (1,1).
For this example, one may verify that:

z(t):- IO J f I90ItI0~ t- 1,2,...

0
u(t):- (0.8)t 1 u(t):- 0, t- 1,2,...,

6 ,

(31.1)

(31.2)

are optimal solutions of primal problem (25.1) and dual problem
(25.6) resp.; the value of the objective functions are 4. It
appears that

u(t):- (0.8)t
0

~1
6

9 0 0 0

1 ti
t(0.9)t u(t):- 0, t- 1,2,... (31.3)

0 ,

is a feasible solutions of dual problem (25.6), with the
property that {x(t)}~ and {u(t)}~ (defined by 31.1 and 31.3,i i
resp.) satisfy (30.1). However:

u(Tfl)'Ax(T) - 9 f(0.8)T 3 , T- 1,2,..., (31.4)

ti Wso that condition ( 30.2) is not satisfied. Since, for {u(t)} ,ithe value of the objective function is 13, and since the
infimum is 4, we find that {u(t)}m is not optimal.i
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